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We computationally demonstrate a new method for coherently controlling the rotation-axis direction
in asymmetric top molecules with an optical centrifuge. Appropriately chosen electric-field strengths
and the centrifuge’s acceleration rate allow to generate a nearly arbitrary rotational wavepacket. For
dihydrogen sulfide (D2S) and 2H-imidazole (C3H4N2) we created wavepackets at large values of the
rotational quantum number J with the desired projections of the total angular momentum onto two
of the molecules’ principal axes of inertia. One application of the new method is three-dimensional
alignment with a molecular axis aligned along the laser’s wave vector, which is important for the
three-dimensional imaging of molecules yet not accessible in standard approaches. The simultaneous
orientation of the angular momentum in the laboratory frame and in the molecular frame could also
be used in robust control of scattering experiments.
Preparing well-defined molecular samples, maximally
fixed in three-dimensional space, has been a long-term goal
in physics, chemistry, and related fields such as quantum
technology [1–4]. Significant progress toward this goal
was made in the gas phase using internally cold molecular
samples and tailored external fields [5–8]. Nowadays, it is
possible to strongly align and orient molecules in the labo-
ratory frame in one [9–12], two [13–15], and three [16–20]
spatial directions. It is also possible to create unidirec-
tionally rotating molecules with oriented-in-space angular
momentum and a narrow rotational energy spread [21–24].
Such alignment and orientation of molecules is critical for
imaging molecular structure and ultrafast dynamics in
the molecule-fixed frame [25–32] as well as in the stereo-
dynamical control of chemical reactions [33–36].
A highly efficient technique used to generate and con-
trol the molecule’s angular momentum is the optical cen-
trifuge [37, 38], which is a strong non-resonant linearly
polarized laser pulse that performs accelerated rotation
of its polarization about the direction of propagation. It
can excite molecules into rotational states with extremely
large angular momentum, creating an ensemble of super-
rotors [39, 40]. Molecules in superrotor states are aligned
in the polarization plane of the centrifuge [23] and resist
collisional decoherence for microseconds [39, 41–43].
The optical centrifuge can also be utilized as a versatile
tool to fine tune the rotational dynamics of molecules,
including the coherent control of the rotation axis [44],
the enantiomer-specific excitations of chiral molecules [45–
47], and even the creation of chiral samples from achiral
molecules [24].
Here, we further explore the possibility of tailoring the
optical field to steer the rotational dynamics of general
asymmetric top molecules. We computationally demon-
strate a new type of rotational coherent control by exciting
the rotation of an asymmetric top molecule about two
different axes of inertia with simultaneously fully con-
trolled orientation of the angular momentum in both, the
laboratory-fixed and the molecule-fixed, frames.
Previously we created a specific pulse envelope by re-
peatedly turning on and off the field to make the asym-
metric top molecule H2S rotate about either of its two
stable inertial axes [44]. Now we demonstrate a general
and more robust approach to create arbitrary coherences
between the two stable rotations. It employs a stan-
dard Gaussian pulse intensity profile and relies only on
the angular acceleration rate of the optical centrifuge.
We derived a simple analytical metric that can be used
to predict the orientation of the angular momentum in
the molecule-fixed frame of an arbitrary molecule given
the centrifuge’s intensity and acceleration. By adjusting
the turn-off time we demonstrate the two types of three-
dimensional (3D) alignment of asymmetric top molecules,
with either of the two stable rotation axes pointing along
the field’s wave-vector, so called k-alignment [13, 14, 48].
Fig. 1 displays the rotational energy levels structure
of the D2S molecule. For any value of the rotational
quantum number J there is a multiplet of 2J + 1 levels,
characterized by average values of the angular momentum
projection operators, Jˆ2a , Jˆ2b , and Jˆ
2
c onto the principal
axes of inertia a, b, and c, respectively. Rotational en-
ergy levels within each J multiplet are colored according
to the expectation values
〈
Jˆ2a
〉
,
〈
Jˆ2b
〉
, and
〈
Jˆ2c
〉
with
the color map shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The bottom
panel shows the calculated 3D probability density for
deuterium atoms for the highest-, middle-, and lowest-
energy levels at J = 18,m = 18. Here, m is the quantum
number for the Z-component of the angular momentum
operator in the laboratory-fixed frame. It is evident that
the highest-energy levels within each J multiplet corre-
spond to
〈
Jˆ2a
〉
≈ J2 (cyan color), i. e., in these states the
molecule rotates about the a-axis and ka = J becomes
a near-good quantum number. The lowest-energy levels
correspond to rotation about the c-axis with kc = J (pur-
ple color), while those with energies in the middle are
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FIG. 1. Rotational-energy-level structure of the near-oblate
asymmetric top molecule D2S. Each rotational-energy level is
color-coded depending on its expectation values
〈
Jˆ2a
〉
,
〈
Jˆ2b
〉
,
and
〈
Jˆ2c
〉
according to the color map shown in the inset. The
bottom panel shows the 3D probability-density distributions
of deuterium atoms in the highest-, middle-, and lowest-energy
rotational states for J = 18 and m = 18. The coordinate sys-
tem shown in the left-bottom corner represents the laboratory
frame.
mixtures of rotations about different axes with some of
them exhibiting classically unstable b-axis rotation (yellow
color).
We refer to principal-rotation states when the rotational
angular momentum is nearly aligned along one of the
principal axis of inertia, i. e., ka = J , kc = J , or kb = J .
Controlling populations of the principal rotation states,
allows to create arbitrary three-dimensional orientation
of the total angular momentum in the molecule-fixed
frame. We investigated the orientation of the angular
momentum in the ac plane by controlling the populations
of the lowest- and highest-energy-state components in the
rotational wavepacket.
Principal rotation states can be populated through the
interaction with the optical centrifuge field, represented
by
E(t) = E0f(t) cos(ωt)
[
eX cos(βt
2) + eY sin(βt
2)
]
, (1)
with the peak amplitude E0, the pulse envelope f(t), the
carrier frequency ω of the linearly polarized field, and the
acceleration β of angular rotation of the polarization. A
molecule placed in the optical centrifuge field experiences
a series of Raman transitions with ∆J = 2 and ∆m = ±2,
depending on the sign of β, which defines the direction of
the centrifuge rotation.
Initially in the rotational ground state [8], the molecule
can undergo two main excitation pathways: along the
lowest-energy or along the highest-energy rotational states
of the J multiplets. Excitation rates for these two path-
ways are governed by the two specific polarizability-
interaction terms in the molecule-field interaction po-
tential:
V (t) =
1
4
E20f(t)
2 cos2(ωt)
[
2αD
(0)∗
0,0
−∆α1
(
D
(2)∗
2,0 e
−2iβt2 +D(2)∗−2,0e
2iβt2 −
√
2
3
D
(2)∗
0,0
)
−∆α2
(
S
(2)∗
2,2 e
−2iβt2 + S(2)∗−2,2e
2iβt2 −
√
2
3
S
(2)∗
0,2
)
(2)
Here, D(J)∗m,k denotes the complex-conjugated Wigner D-
matrix and S(2)∗m,k = D
(2)∗
m,k + D
(2)∗
m,−k. The first term in
(2) describes the diagonal interaction with the average
polarizability α = − 13 (αaa + αbb + αcc). The expressions
for ∆α1 and ∆α2 depend on the choice of the quantization
axis in the molecule-fixed frame.
A molecule is called (near) prolate if the quantization
axis is along the a axis and (near) oblate if it is along the c
axis. The second term in (2) describes the interaction with
the polarizability anisotropy, ∆α1 = 1√6 (2αaa−αbb−αcc)
for (near-)prolate and ∆α1 = 1√6 (2αcc − αaa − αbb) for
(near-)oblate top. This term yields ∆ka = 0 transitions
along the lowest-energy pathway of rotational states for
(near-)prolate top molecules and ∆kc = 0 transitions
along the highest-energy pathway for (near-)oblate top
molecules. The third term in (2), with ∆α2 = 12 (αbb−αcc)
for (near-)prolate and ∆α2 = 12 (αaa − αbb) for (near-
)oblate top, gives |∆ka| = 2 and |∆kc| = 2 transitions cor-
responding to the highest-energy and lowest-energy path-
ways for (near-)prolate and (near-)oblate top molecules,
respectively.
The ability to control the excitation pathway and ulti-
mately the orientation of the angular momentum in the
molecule-fixed ac plane depends on the relationship be-
tween the molecular polarizability anisotropies ∆α1 and
∆α2. For a great majority of molecules it applies that
|∆α1| > |∆α2|, and we assume this in the discussion below.
Hence, for a near-prolate top molecule, the transition mo-
ment into the lowest-energy state is greater than that into
the highest-energy state and vice versa for a near-oblate
top molecule.
A molecule in the optical centrifuge climbs the rota-
tional ladder via a series of consecutive level crossings
between the neighboring field-dressed rotational states
3FIG. 2. Scheme of the centrifuge driven transitions from
J = 0 to J = 2 states in near-prolate and near-oblate top
molecules. The transition moments ∆α1 and ∆α2 abbreviate
the corresponding interaction terms in (2).
with J = 0, 2, 4, . . .. Starting from J = 0, the crossing
with the lowest-energy state in the J = 2 multiplet occurs
earlier in time than the crossing with the highest-energy
state. Thus, in order to steer the excitation along the
highest-energy pathway in the near-prolate case one would
suppress the stronger lower-frequency transitions by ap-
plying shaped pulses, i. e., by repeatedly decreasing and
increasing the field intensity f(t) at the crossing times
with unwanted and desired transitions, respectively [44].
In the near-oblate case the highest-energy excitation path-
way is favorable. However, it is possible to guide it along
the lowest-energy path by only adjusting the centrifuge
peak field strength E0 and acceleration rate β. In light
of recent experiments [49] such an approach seems more
feasible than the pulse-intensity shaping strategy.
We investigate the possibility of controlling the ro-
tational wavepacket composition in near-oblate top
molecules by selectively populating the principal rota-
tion states using the optical centrifuge with appropriately
chosen intensity and acceleration rate β. For small β
values and high intensities the centrifuge’s rotating field
will first slowly cross through resonance with the ground-
to lowest-excited rotational-energy level transition. If the
corresponding transition moment ∼|∆α2|2 is not entirely
negligible, it will predominantly populate the c-axis princi-
pal rotation states. On the other hand, for large β values
and low intensities the centrifuge will chirp through reso-
nance with low-energy c-axis principal rotation states fast
enough to not populate them significantly. As a result the
stronger transition to the a-axis principal rotation states
will dominate, see Fig. 2 and supplementary information
for a more detailed discussion. By choosing intermediate
values for β, an arbitrary coherent rotational wavepacket
over a- and c-axis principal rotation states can be tailored.
We computationally demonstrate this principle for
two near-oblate asymmetric top molecules: D2S and
2H-imidazole (C3H4N2). Our calculations employed a
highly-accurate variational approach described in the sup-
plementary material.
The calculated cumulative populations of the |a〉 and
|c〉 principal rotation states are shown in Fig. 3. These
were calculated for J ≥ 10 for D2S and J ≥ 20 for
2H-imidazole in field-free conditions after the 150 ps cen-
trifuge pulse was turned off. The populations are plotted
as functions of the centrifuge peak field E0 and the rate
of acceleration β. Fig. 3 c, f show the population inver-
sion between |a〉 and |c〉 states. In both molecules, small
acceleration rates populate mainly the |c〉 states. With
increasing acceleration rate the optical centrifuge popu-
lates more preferably the |a〉 states. The relation between
the wavepacket composition and the probability of the
rotation-axis orientation in the molecular frame is dis-
played in Fig. 3 g for three selected sets of the centrifuge
parameters. A closer inspection of Fig. 3 a–c reveals that
at small acceleration rates, ∼50 GHz/ps · rad, chang-
ing the field from weak to strong switches the created
wavepacket from |a〉-dominated to |c〉-dominated. Thus
the rotational wavepacket composition, hence the rota-
tion axis, can also be fully controlled by solely tuning the
laser intensity at a given small acceleration rate. After
initial |a〉/|c〉 bifurcation (J = 0→ J = 2) the rotational
excitation proceeds nearly loss-free in D2S. The lower
overall excitation efficiency in 2H-imidazole than in D2S
is caused by higher density of states in the former even at
low J = 2, 4 values, which prompts further bifurcations
and eventually population losses.
As long as the ro-vibrational coupling effects do
not break the |a〉 or |c〉 excitation chain, the final J-
distribution of states can be controlled with the centrifuge
turn-off time; in principle super-rotor states can be popu-
lated. In D2S the |a〉 rotational excitation chain is broken
around J = 20, due to centrifugal distortion, hence we
only show cumulative populations of states with J ≥ 10.
The preference of an asymmetric top molecule to rotate
about the a- or c- principal axis of inertia is determined
by its polarizability and rotational constants, which define
the transition moments between rotational states, and
the properties of the centrifuge field. All above quantities
can be represented in a vector
Si := Ri(Qji +Qki) i, j, k = a, b, c (3)
where i 6= j 6= k 6= i label the principal axes of inertia. Ri
describes the molecule’s ability to rotate about an axis
i = a, b, c and is defined as Ri = Ci(αjj−αkk)/(Cj(αkk−
αii) + Ck(αii − αjj)), where αii are the diagonal compo-
nents of the electronic polarizability and Ci = A,B,C
for i = a, b, c. We assume that the principal axes of iner-
tia system is parallel to the electronic polarizability axis
system, which is a very good approximation for D2S and
2H-imidazole, see the supplementary material for details.
Qij describes the quantum-mechanical population trans-
ferability defined as Qij = Pi/Pj , with the Landau-Zener
populations Pi = 1− exp
(−piΩ2i /(4β)) [50] and the Rabi
frequency Ωi = µiE20 , which depends on the transition
moment from the rotational ground state to one of the |i〉
(i = a, b, c) principal rotation states and E0 is the electric
field strength.
4(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f )
(g)
a
b
c
FIG. 3. Cumulative populations of the (a, d) |c〉 and (b, d) |a〉 principal rotation states in (a–c) D2S and (d–f) 2H-imidazole as
functions of the centrifuge peak field E0 and acceleration β. (c, f) Corresponding population inversions between |c〉 and |a〉
states. Only states with J ≥ 10 for D2S and J ≥ 20 for 2H-imidazole were considered in computing the cumulative populations.
3D probability distributions for the molecular-frame rotation axis (g) are showing a, a/c, and c rotation generated with three
different sets of centrifuge parameters, marked with star, hexagon and circle, respectively.
The rotability ~S (3) quantifies the molecule’s preference
to rotate about the different inertial axes. It is composed
of the two quantities: 1) The trapability Ri measures
the molecule’s capability to form certain pendular bound-
states in a centrifuge field, i. e., it provides a measure of
how confined the molecule is in the pendular potential
well along each of the principal axes. 2) The quantum
transferability Qij accounts for the transition moment
differences between the respective |a〉, |b〉, |c〉 principal
rotational excitation branches. It quantifies the preference
of the system to choose one rotational excitation path
over the other, as a function of the optical centrifuge
parameters β and E0, see the supplementary material for
details.
Fig. 4 shows the 3D rotational probability density dis-
tributions for the deuterium nuclei in D2S for wavepack-
ets generated by the optical centrifuge at electric field
strength E0 = 2·108 V/cm and three different acceleration
rates: β = 30, 115, 230 GHz/ps · rad. The acceleration
rates are conveniently encoded in colorbar representing the
angle φac = arctan
(
Sa/Sc
)
which relates the a and c ele-
ments of the rotability vector ~S given in (3). Wavepackets
simulated at φac ≈ 0 (Fig. 4 a,d), φac ≈ pi/4 (Fig. 4 b,e)
and φac ≈ pi/2 (Fig. 4 c,f) display strong characteristics
of |c〉, |c〉+ |a〉 and |a〉 states, respectively (cf. Fig. 1).
At low acceleration rates β the rotability vector is dom-
inated by the Sc component (φac ≈ 0) and the rotational
wavepacket mainly consists of |c〉 states; the deuterium
atoms’ 3D probability forms a ring shown in Fig. 4 d.
With increasing β the ratio Sa/Sc also increases and the
wavepacket composition smoothly converts to the |a〉-
state dominant (φac ≈ pi/2) in Fig. 4 f. To summarize,
for a given set of rotational constants, electronic polariz-
abilities, and corresponding transition dipole moments,
the rotability vector depends solely on the acceleration
rate of the centrifuge β and its electric field strength E0.
Thus, this rotability vector is a very useful quantity for
estimating the centrifuge parameters needed to reach a
desired |a〉 / |c〉-composition of the wavepacket without
the need for costly quantum-mechanical computations.
In addition, depending on centrifuge’s turn-off time
shown above each plot in Fig. 4, the end-product
wavepacket can become dominated by principal rotation
states (or mixtures of those) either with a single J value or
with J ,J + 2 coherences. In the latter case, the respective
probability densities evolve in time (see supplementary
materials). Snapshots of such wavepackets are displayed
in Fig. 4 a-c. A high degree of 3D alignment is visible
in these wavepackets. In supplementary materials we
also show simulated velocity-map images which record
D+ ions after Coulomb exploding the molecules - an
experiment which can detect and characterize different
principlal rotation states.
The new protocol for controlling populations of the |a〉
and |c〉 rotational states opens an avenue [13, 15, 51] to
3D aligning molecules with either their largest or smallest
polarizability axis pointing along the wave-vector of the
alignment laser (centrifuge). Such k-alignment [13, 14, 48]
is desired in many ultrafast imaging experiments [52–
55]) yet so far has not been realized for asymmetric top
5π/40 π/2
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FIG. 4. 3D probability density distributions of the deuterium
nuclei in D2S and its a- and c-axis, ρ(a) and ρ(c), respectively,
for wavepackets generated with an optical centrifuge at three
different acceleration rates β = 30, 115, 230 GHz/ps · rad and
field strength E0 = 2 · 108 V/cm. The different centrifuge-
field turn-off times and the resulting wavepacket compositions∣∣J, a/c〉 are specified below each plot. The colorbar represents
values of the angle φac = arctan
(
Sa/Sc
)
, which correlates
with the centrifuge’s acceleration rate; see text for details.
The XY Z coordinate system shown in (a) denotes the labora-
tory frame. (a–c) wavepackets showing different types of 3D
alignment; (d–f) wavepackets without 3D alignment. Relevant
principal inertial axes are marked in purple. Blurred atoms
reflect the probability density of finding the deuterium and
sulfur atoms in 3D space.
molecules.
Although three-dimensional alignment of the smallest
polarizability axis along the wave-vector can be realized,
e. g., with elliptically polarized pulses [19, 28, 56] forcing
the largest polarization axis to be aligned along the wave-
vector represents a challenge [13, 14, 48]. Here we show
that the centrifuge field turn-off time can be used to
steer the 3D k -alignment of molecules. For example,
the wavepacket shown in Fig. 4 a is dominated by a
uniform mixture of D2S |J = 12, c〉 and |J = 14, c〉 states.
Such cogwheel states [57] exhibit classical-like rotation of
3D-localized nuclear probability density. The molecular
ab plane is confined in the rotation plane (XY ) of the
optical centrifuge and the c-axis aligned along the wave-
vector (Z) of the pulse. Ramping up the centrifuge’s
acceleration rate to a high value of β = 230 GHz/ps ·
rad (φac ≈ pi/2) yields, after 66 ps, approximately a
|J = 12, a〉+ |J = 14, a〉 rotational wavepacket, which is
depicted in Fig. 4 c. For this wavepacket, we observe a
strong confinement of the molecule’s bc plane, with the a
axis pointing along the light’s wave-vector. Interestingly,
for an intermediate acceleration rate β = 115 GHz/ps·rad
(φac ≈ pi/4), a superposition of 3D aligned states in which
the a- and c- axis is simultaneously pointing along the
laboratory Z-axis is shown in the middle plot in Fig. 4 b.
In summary, we demonstrated that appropriate values
of the optical centrifuge’s acceleration rate and intensity
gauge the rotational wavepacket composition. Essentially
arbitrary coherence between the |a〉 and |c〉 principal rota-
tion quantum states can be achieved. Through elementary
use of an optical centrifuge one can prepare molecular
ensembles in the gas phase in which both the laboratory-
fixed angular momentum as well as the molecule-fixed
angular momentum are robustly controlled. By appropri-
ately choosing the turn-off time of the centrifuge field one
can also create wavepackets that exhibit classical-like ro-
tation and exhibit high degrees of 3D alignment with the
a or c axis pointing along the wave-vector of the driving
field.
Natural applications of such tailored wavepackets,
which are typically long-lived [39], are stereodynamics
studies [58], e. g., in crossed-molecular-beams or surface-
scattering experiments investigating collisional properties,
reactive scattering, or stereodynamical control of chemical
reactions.
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